
Use of Uuencoded File Attachments in Email.

Research of current situation in Oct 2018:

History:

From Dec 2017, quite a year ago now, I got a significant amount of emails with uuencoded 
attachments which gets Delta Chat frozen.

This was the start point of all this stuff.

While developping a uudecoder for Delta Chat and the discussion around, I started a last 
investigation about using uuencode support for some MUA's.

Here my findings: 

K-9 - version 5.207

- receiving:

    In previous versions a few months ago uuencoded attachments has been detected, decoded and
    automatically shown as attachment.
    Doesn't found exact version when support has been dropped. 
    With my current version (5.207) no support is seen. Attachments are nor
    detected neither shown. Pure raw encoded lines are shown in message body.

- sending:

    Encoding with uuencode not possible. Even in older versions.



Thunderbird - version 52.9.1 (64-Bit) Linux Debian Jessie LTS

- receiving:

    Uuencoded attachments are properly decoded and shown, but only if message
    does NOT contains one of these MIME type indicators in mail header:

    "MIMEVersion: 1.0"
  "ContentType: text/plain; charset=utf8"

    If one of these lines existing in mail header, no decoding is done and You see raw encoded
    data into mail body.

Text only mail with MIME indicators in header

Text only mail without MIME indicators (eml file manipulated)

- sending:
    
    Encoding with uuencode not possible. Even in older versions.



Outlook - version 2016 64 Bit (my only available version)

- receiving:

    Uuencoded attachment is detected, decoded and shown if special setting is activated
    (see settings).
    But only first text part is shown correctly.
    Second text part after the embedded attachment is shown as a further attachment in a text file.
    See Thunderbird example for a correct decoding!

Example

- sending:

    Encoding with uuencode not possible. (in spite of existing setting!). 



- settings

    Setting exists which describes: "Encode attachments in pure text mails with UUENCODE".
    But in spite of having that activated, attachments are NOT uuencoded!
    MIME method is used instead.

Settings dialog Outlook

Conclusion

As it seems now, most popular MUA's has dropped support of uuencode for sending
emails. But as Outlook and Thunderbird proves now, support for receiving uuencoded
attachments is still existent.

In my own experience I got last uuencoded attachment in June 2018 and cannot
find any possibility to force a MUA to use it for encoding attachments. 

So in all conscience research these trials provides that uuencode support for
mail attachments really is not necessary any more (at least for Delta Chat).

Christian, Nov 2018
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